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Editor’s Blurb

The inevitable has finally caught up with me, 
and here I am – the new KHPA bulletin edi-

tor! Andy is miles away in Cardiff, the deadline is 
looming, the wing is in its bag and the sun is glint-
ing off the sea with a perfect sea-breeze outside. 
But this isn’t a problem. It’s an honour to be the 
new editor, and I hope that wherever I am in the 
world I can do a good job at it over the next few 
months.

First off I’d like to draw attention to the fact that 
Andy’s latest ‘cross country special’ issue was his 
20th bulletin! He took over from the previous editor 
Catherine back in January 2004, with the words “A 
big warm welcome and a HAPPY NEW YEAR! to 
you all from your newly appointed bulletin editor 
Andrew Hancock”. Remember that? Month after 
month Andy has consistently given the club a 
professional, informative and entertaining club 
bulletin with a fantastic design – even for the year 
when he was stranded without a car. Many thanks 
to Andy, and good luck to him and Sarah in Cardiff 
- close to the SE Wales cross-country scene! And 
my own personal thanks for all his flying tips and 
encouragement this year. As a friend it feels like a 
loss to me that he’s not just down the road from 
Penzance any more.

For some background on the club’s latest editor, I 
have been flying regularly for three years, getting 
my CP in the Peak District flying from Mam Tor, 
Lords Seat, Bradwell Hill, and other great inland 
sites. I have about 100 hours logged, and I’ve 
recently upgraded from a Sol Yaris to an orange 
and blue Gin Gangster (newer version of the 
Bandit) which I absolutely love. 

Did he deliver? This is what I expect will be asked 
of an editor. Andy certainly delivered. I don’t feel 
so confident.
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Light winds in 
Dartmoor. The new 
editor Mark AS
after a slope 
landing trying to 
forget the fact 
that the previous 
editor Andy 
Hancock got away.

Over the next few months I want to try and 
accomplish some things with this bulletin. First, 
I want to carry on in the noble spirit of Andy 
Hancock, using the same format and design. I’ll 
never be able to be as enthusiastic and positive as 
Andy, but I’ll try my best. Second, I want as much 
as possible to stay in touch with what’s going on in 
the flying scene, making sure the bulletin reflects 
ongoing concerns. Not having a job helps here. 
And third, I want to make sure that the bulletin 
is fairly balanced – between paragliders and hang 
gliders and in terms of giving different stories 
from different people. This means I’m also going 
to be asking people for contributions; otherwise 
the bulletin will be too much my views or the 
views of paragliders. A bulletin where all forces 
are in balance: that’s my mission statement! 

The bulletin will come out in the first week of 
each month so that each issue can deal with a 
full (previous) month. If you have anything you 
want to submit or comment on, the deadline 
will be around the last day of the month.

My e-mail is: mark@equilibriumcentre.com
My phone number is: 01736 351858

Mark Ashton Smith



August in Retrospect

Paragliding British Club Challenge.  The final 
round of the paragliding BCC was held over the 

weekend of August 6th-7th in Mid-Wales. Kernow 
got an impressive second place, beating Avon 
who’d been leading up until then! Thames Valley 
won the day and the competition by the skin of 
their teeth. There were six rounds and twenty 
competing teams (see www.flybcc.co.uk).

Hang Gliding British Open Series: Yorkshire 
Open 2005. Graham & Kaz, Gay and Paul, 

Big Al, Little Al, Pete & Angela, Steve & Katherine 
Hawkin with their two kids, all took a bank holiday 
weekend trip (August 26th-30th) up to the Dales 
for the Yorkshire Open, a round of the British 
Open Series.  Graham came second, winning the 
overall British Open Series! (See special report) 
Paul was unlucky enough to get an ear infection / 
blockage due to the accumulation of sawdust from 
his wooden pebbles and this put him out of action. 
Very disappointing for him.

Has Health and Safety been to see Paul recently?

Friday, 19th August: KHPA Summer 
Barbeque. Pete and Angela, Graham and Kaz, 

Paul and Gay, Chairman Dave, Mark AS, Charlie 
and Sue were there. No one else! There was a 
strong offshore wind and a high tide so the BBQ 
was held in a cosy spot further in from the beach 
behind the shelter of a hill. Dave and Mark were 
entertained by Pete & Graham’s stories about the 
mischievous games and practical jokes that the 
hangies used to play in in previous years during 
their comps and trips, some of which sounded 
lethal. There was a day when the KHPA had a 
reputation for its bad boys which some reckon 
needs to be revived. We also discussed what 
should be done in the event of bird attacks.

Sunday 21st August: A Busy Day. On this light 
south westerly day, while John, Al and Mark AS 

were trying to go XC from Rosewall Hill, St Ives, 

and Mike Abbott and Ron Vercesi were exploring 
Porthleven Sands/Gunwalloe (see special reports), 
Graham, Paul and Gay were tow launching their 
hang gliders from a new field in Hayle. They were 
investigating the field’s potential for both training 
for Graham and for towing for the rest of the club. 
On a landing approach here, Gay converted too 
much speed into height (on account of it being a 
low wind day) and fell to the ground breaking the 
glider. This meant she had to borrow a glider from 
Graham for her British Open Series competition 
in the Dales. Not being as familiar with this wing, 
she was unfortunately less comfortable flying it on 
the day in the stronger conditions. 

To be used as a regular towing site a wall crossing 
the Hayle field would probably have to be 
removed. Whether this site can be used or not will 
ultimately be up to the farmer. It doesn’t look too 
promising at this point.

Consistent Flying at Sennen/Gwenvor. Ron 
Vercesi, Roger Treneer, Mike Abbott, Mark 

Ashton Smith, ‘control tower’ Andy, and others 
have been flying at Sennen/Gwenvor regularly 
over the month of August. Sennen was also visited 
by a very friendly Chilean paraglider with his wing 
this month. Mark B. has said that while he has 
not been able to fly up Perran/Carbis way, he’s 
heard reports of pilots enjoying great conditions 
at Sennen – so don’t forget this fantastic site. It’s 
worth the hike. It takes a W to NNW, and you can 
even fly there on a WSW on the bowl north of the 
Gwenvor take-off carpark if you get across to it 
before getting too low. On the 23rd August Mark 
AS fly North from Gwenvor around the headland 
for about 1 kilometre, well into the Lands End 
ATZ. But this was OK since he’d let them know 
he’d be in it! 

Al James doing OK. After broadening his 
horizons by getting his CP on a stiffy, little 

Al has been going from strength to strength. He 
had a good flight with Paul and Gay at Vault on 
Graham’s Airwave Calypso. He has also been 
flying his sporty new glider  - a Wills Wing Sport 
2 - at Perranporth. He took it to the Dales where 
he had a great time, despite some of the days 
being blown out. He had two flights from Wether 
Fell in strongish conditions and one another 
occasion enjoyed a flight with big Al. He said he 
was enjoying flying ‘up there with all those guys’ 
during the British Open comp.
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Graham Phipps wins British 
Open Series!
Congratulations to Graham for winning the British 
Open Series. His position in this year’s Series 
was confirmed when you took second place in 
the Yorkshire Open 2005 competition held in the 
Yorkshire Dales from Friday 26th August through 
until Tuesday 30th August. Only one day was 
flyable out of the five, and this day was marginal. 
Graham flew 10.5 km, validating the task by half 
a kilometre and getting a close second place 
which gave him enough points to win the whole 
series, with Grant Crossingham coming in second 
and Gordon Rigg coming in third overall. There 
were around 70 competitors from the whole of the 
UK. The first competition of the series was held in 
Mid Wales and the second was held in SE Wales. 
The British Hang Gliding Competition website 
(www.theleague.force9.co.uk) describes the 
British Open Series as: “A flexible and accessible 
series of UK based national competitions for those 
pilots who wish to move up from club and Airwave 
Challenge competitions but are not yet ready to 
commit themselves fully to national championship 
level.  You will find pilots from this level right up to 
national squad level taking part in these friendly 
comps.” 

How is Graham doing overall? Steve Elkin and 
Richard Lovelace, both UK team members this 
year, also competed in the British Open Series 
and took seventh and eighth place. In the Pre-
Europeans in Croatia in June this year, Graham 
was the third Brit, coming 27th in Europe, getting 
a better score than Bruce Kavanagh who is also in 
the British Team. Graham is now fully committed 
to competing at an international level is currently 
a strong contender for inclusion in next year’s UK 
team. He will be competing in the Europeans in 
Croatia next year and may compete in Australia 
this winter. He is hoping to qualify for the Pre-
Worlds in Big Springs, Texas, and if all goes well 
he is hoping to compete in the Worlds in Big 
Springs, Texas, in 2007!

John T. and Little Al 
thermal over St Ives from 
Rosewall Hill while Graham, 
Paul and Gay tow launch at 
Hayle. 21st August.
Mark AS reports: “Clear sky and a light SW wind… 
I was there at 10am, half an hour before John and 
Al turned up. There were six thermalling buzzards 
and a good breeze. No cumulus yet but it looked 
like it might be a *blue thermal* day. I launched 
cleanly into good ridge lift, getting up to 100 ft 
and yo-yoing between 30 ft and 100 ft ATO for half 
and hour before throwing in the towel half an hour 
later and landing at the take-off clearing. At this 
point John and Al turned up but the breeze had 
died. We all bombed out, doing top to bottoms, 
and I offered to get everyone pasties from St 
Ives. Half an hour later I’m queuing up at ‘Proper 
Pasties’ on the sea front when I hear a woman say 
‘ey what’s that up there?’. ‘Parachutes’ someone 
else says. I look up and there are two paragliders 
circling at two thousand feet above St Ives. I had 
to look again: Jesus! John and Al - on their cigar 
shaped Flying Planets! Amazing. You don’t expect 
to see this over St Ives. “I’m supposed to be flying 
with those two” I say to the guy behind me and 
he laughs nervously. And off I run back to the car. 
John’s sausage rolls can wait.”

Al landed at Carbis and John landed near his house 
in Hayle, watched by his girlfriend! They returned 
to the hill an hour later. Al had taken off into a 
huge thermal. John was annoyed by the thought 
he might have missed his chance but launched 
right into it, saying that whichever way he turned 
there was lift with some good cores. Al says he 
was at about 2000 ft above the hill before going 
over the back. It was Al’s first flight on his Flying 
Planet DHV 2/3 and he was keeping a good eye on 
the wing tension the whole time. John reckoned it 
looked more stable than his did when they were 
up there at cloud. They were contacted on their 
radios mid flight, and didn’t at the time know 
who it was. Turns out it was Graham, Paul and 
Gay who had spotted them in the air and at this 
very time were doing tow launches on their hang-
gliders in a ‘trial field’ in Hayle. Al and John met up 
with them and spectated for a while. What a day. 
Conclusion: occasionally a house thermal triggers 
from Rosewall Hill, but it will take some skill to 
connect with the convergence further inland.

Is that a turnoint I can see?
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Rosewall Hill Site with XC Potential

John T. has negotiated use of this site with the farmer. It is accessed from the Rosewall car park on the 
B3306, just out of St Ives in the road towards Zennor. Go up the path and make your way across the 

ferns, fences, etc, to the take-off clearing at the top of the hill marked by the red X in the diagram below. 
The landing field is the thin long field directly below in front of the road. There should be a wind sock in 
it, just as there is a wind sock in the take off clearing. Do not land in any other nearby field as this will 
endanger the site! The site takes a SW’ly best, but might work OK with a westerly. Thermals don’t come 
from the north as they are killed by the sea. Trouble with the SW’ly is that it can take you over St Ives 
out to sea. Cross-wind tracking on a very light wind day may be the best tactic. This is a thermic site 
and the landing field is quite tight. The ferns (which trap heat) occasionally kick off bullet thermals on 
approach to land (with strong downdrafts too) which may take you by surprise and require that you take 
corrective action to land. It is not a beginner’s site but it’s less intimidating than Carn Brea where the 
boulders can make launching a problem.
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Looe Bar / Gunwalloe : Report by Mike 

Short of places to fly on a south westerly in west Cornwall? Ron and I spent a few hours checking out 
a site near Looe Bar on the south coast. The ridge rises from Looe Bar in a south westerly direction 
towards Gunwalloe and comprises vertical sea cliffs graduating onto obstacle free grassy slopes and a 
beach landing below. It takes a south westerly and while the wind was frustratingly light we both had 
15-20 mins to play around and certainly seems to have potential for paragliders / hang gliders although 
I’m sure the hangies will have flown the site in times gone by.

The site lies in Culdrose airspace but is evidently okay for weekend flying after confirming with Culdrose 
ATC. [This needs to be confirmed in practice - Ed.]

Only other problem, depending on your perspective - iit’s directly above a naturist beach, so watch out 
for those bottom landings!!

Any body got any more info on the site?

Mike Abbott

Porthleven Sands near Helston: A SW site on a beach.
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How Can KHPA Pilots Fly 
More XCs?  
Mark Ashton Smith

How many XC sites has Cornwall got? Two or 
three and they are pretty gnarly let’s face it. 
Carn Brea is good for honing lightening quick 
reflexes in bullet thermals while flying over sharp 
boulders I’ve found, but not good for novices or 
regular XC flying. Godrevy takes you out to sea. 
The latest find – Rosewall Hill near St Ives – has 
exciting potential but it will be a rare and delicate 
operation to connect with the convergence. 
Getting into convergence from John’s hill will be 
about as technical as it gets, and whoever does it 
should get a trophy. So all in all we’re almost as 
thin on XC sites as East Anglia which is dreadful.

The classic progression as you see in the training 
manuals for both hang-gliding and paragliding 
is from top-to-bottoms, to soaring, to cross-
country. But in Cornwall (for paragliders at least) 
the progression is often from top-to-bottoms, to 
soaring, to expert soaring (under a huge range 
of conditions) and kiting / waga / acro. Kernow 
pilots may notch up 500 hours without going XC. 
Unless we’re ultra motivated – like John, Pete 
and Graham – we might end up missing out on 
the whole XC learning experience. Taking a look 
at other paragliding clubs, XC is all that the Avon 
Skytribe paragliders seem to want to do judging 
from the BCC guys. They may not be able to 
ground-handle or do wing-overs as well as us, 
but they have maps and GPSs and go over the 
back. Thermal flying and going cross-country 
is an incredible experience. Will Gadd, current 
US champ and open-distance paraglider record 
holder reckons: “My favorite part of flying is 
undoubtedly thermalling; in fact, thermalling may 
be my favorite thing to do in life. There’s nothing 
like hooking a sharp-edged, positive ripper of a 
thermal and riding it upward for a couple of miles.” 
Awesome. As a novice to XC, I’d rate being at 
cloud base at over 5,500 ft in Wales and going 28 
km as one of the best experiences I’ve ever had. 
It was a couple days later that I finally felt like I 
was back on the ground. The buzz is incredible.

The XC talent in the club among both hang gliders 
and paragliders is obvious. The latest national 
competitions for both disciplines say it all. Graham 
won this year’s British Open Series, and Kernow 
were close runners-up in the paragliding British 
Club Challenge series. Surely we need more 
opportunities to help us all develop this talent and 
enthusiasm for big sky flying? But how can we get 
the hours in if we’ve only got one or two small 
hills to jump from, often in rough, broken air? 
How can we connect with the convergence and fly 
XC in south westerlies? How can we get the big 
distances unless we’re prepared to fork out £80 to 

get to SE Wales and back? And how can we break 
the UK records and become more famous?!!

There is a solution, and this is it: Towing! Here is 
an extract from a Skywings article to give you a 
flavour of the potential of towing: 

“At Darley Moor the wind on the ground was about 
south-west although the cloud streets were running 
almost due east. I had never flown a paraglider from a 
winch in thermic conditions before and it seemed quite 
a strange sorting out my map and stuff for a cross-
country on a completely flat field.

…I was soon on a nice climb on the wire. I seemed to be 
going up quickly and with a very variable rate of ascent, 
leading me to suspect I was in a thermal. Eventually 
the line went slack and I looked down at the winch to 
see its orange beacon had been switched off signalling 
that I should release and not hang on hoping to kite up 
some more. Turning downwind, I felt my way back to 
the light thermal I had launched through and began a 
slow climb.” Nigel Page, SkyWings, July 2005, from the 
Article: 123km on a Dhv 1-2!.

On this day three paraglider pilots were all 
winched from a flat field, all connected with 
thermals and all did big XCs out of Derbyshire, 
with Chris Dawes doing 123 km on his Ozone Geo. 
And this was a day too windy to launch from a hill, 
not the ‘no winds’ conditions you might expect for 
winching.

You can imagine another Skywings’ account:

“Dave, John, … [substitute name] were on the Culdrose 
runway, the winch was ready, the wind was SW, and the 
convergence looked good all the way to Exeter…” 

Towing (by powered winch) is one solution to 
Kernow’s ‘XC problem’ in principle. The KHPA 
‘Tow Syndicate’ owns a good working winch that 
can be taken out of the garage and put to use at 
any time. But for something to be sorted out in 
practice it’s going to take good will, commitment 
and some cash. Towing has been alive and well 
in the KHPA in the past – at least among those 
who were committed – and surely it is possible for 
there to be a towing revival in the club, this time 
with paragliders involved as well as hang-gliders. 
This would be one way for XC to really take off in 
our club.

For some background, tow launching of canopies 
and hang-gliders has been around for decades, 
usually using a vehicle, boat or winch. Launches 
to over 1000 ft are commonplace, easily high 
enough to connect with good thermals. Weak 
links are used to prevent overstressing, payout 
systems are often used to maximise height, and 
powered winches work by exerting a constant pull 
towards them enabling the pilot to climb as he or 
she approaches the winch. These winches can be 
used without the need for a long smooth runway. 
In principle, a 300m farmer’s field could get a pilot 
up to 600 ft on a winch. Due to the potential for 
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‘lockout’ and the consequences of stall or partial 
collapse under tow, tow-launching has to be done 
with tested and approved equipment and – most 
importantly – with an experienced and qualified 
operator. 

For towing to be revived some of the following 
issues need to be discussed and sorted out.  

• We need to open a discussion about 
possibilities, led by the existing Tow 
Syndicate who are in the know and have 
done it all before.

• A local towing site (or two) needs to 
be found and paid for. This has been a 
problem in the past. Culdrose may be 
a possibility if we are prepared to pay 
their fees, but the regulations there are 
possibly overly restricted and XC potential 
may not be so good. Davidstow airfield 
near Camelford (Bodmin Moor) has been 
used in the past and is available. But is 
this too much of a hike for pilots in West 
Cornwall? There has been talk of a pay-
out winch on the back of Dave’s boat, 
but this sounds like a less accessible 
option for most pilots. Currently our best 
bet may be with Graham Phipps who is 
working on finding a farmer’s field. He 
will have more news on this soon. Any 
additional effort towards finding a site 
would be helpful. 

• We need a group of pilots who are tow 
certified. (Manuel is organising a tow 
conversion course with Jeff Hoer up in 
Devon this month: the cost will be a 
mere £50 per person.) We also need 
qualified winch operators – and the more 
the better. If one of us is able to qualify 
others in the club that would be great.

• We need real commitment among a 
group of people to make use of, operate, 
manage and maintain a towing operation. 
Those who participate may have to pay 
up for the winch itself, as well as its 
maintenance, and the site/s fee. This 
could amount to an initial ‘purchase in’ 
fee in the range of a thousand pounds or 
more. Site fees could run into thousands 
of pounds and this would have to be 
divided up among KHPA members. 
Obviously the more members who want 
to get involved, the less the costs will 
be for each individual. Getting towing 
going again in Cornwall may be just too 
expensive if only a handful of people are 
interested.

So let’s have a debate and try to sort something 
out! Quite a few of us have been talking about it.

How do we get up into all this convergence?

Payout winch on Dave’s boat at Hayle beach 
for KHPA acro?

Will this be a typical sight above Hayle in the future?
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Airspace & Air Law. A Primer

1:250,000 scale air chart

Some of us have been put out by aeroplanes or 
helicopters flying in our sky. Some of us have 

wondered why some of our sites seem to be in 
ATZs. Some of us want to go XC but want to know 
about official airspace. Some of us may wonder 
about the law on radio use in the air. Here’s some 
facts about air law and airspace regulations in 
Cornwall. Those of you who are ‘Pilot’ qualified will 
have covered a lot of this but no harm in going 
over it again as it relates to Cornwall.

Airspace 

Airspace is shown on air charts. Air charts can 
be bought from shops advertising in Skywings 

or from the internet. A useful one for us is the 
1:250,000 ‘The West and South Wales’ air chart 
(section shown above), although this scale does 
not show airspace with lower limits above 3,000 
feet. You’ll need a 1:500,000 chart for this.

The first thing to notice on air chart covering 
Cornwall is that the whole of west Cornwall 
(including Truro and Falmouth) are in an ‘AIAA’ 
space - the Culdrose AIAA SFC-5800. ‘AIAA’ 
stands for ‘Area of Intense Aerial Activity’ and it’s 

in effect between ‘surface’ (SFC) and 5,800 feet. 
This wont be a surprise to those of us who see 
helicopters and planes overhead every few hours. 
AIAA airspace is not controlled, but it is up to us to 
keep our eyes peeled. Intense aerial activity may 
be civilian or military. Most flights are irregular 
and unpredictable but there is one regular civilian 
use of the air to keep in mind: Helicopters operate 
between Lands End and Penzance along the 
coast every 1⁄2 hour in the summer until 7pm in 
the evening. There is usually a three hour quiet 
period around midday for lunch. In the winter the 
helicopters operate until 4pm. On the outward leg 
from the Penzance heliport the helicopters fly at 
1500 feet while on the return leg they fly at 500 
ft. So we need to be aware of this while exploring 
sites like Porthcurno or Lands End.  

If you look on the KHPA site guide, some sites 
say: ‘This is a military low level flying area’. In 
fact the military low level flying system applies to 
almost all of the UK, although activity will be more 
intense in west Cornwall’s ‘Area of Intense Aerial 
Activity’. We will mostly see military helicopters 
where we fly, and this will generally be only during 
the week, not at weekends. They may fly at any 
height up to 2000 ft above the ground, but most 
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flights will be below 1000 ft. So if we’re flying 
above 1000 ft we should feel less at risk! There 
are two flying sites in Cornwall – Perran Sands 
and Vault Bay – that have ‘Avoidance Status’ 
if we phone in. (Their reference numbers are 
2.024 and 3.002 respectively.) If we call the RAF 
at freephone 0800 515544 and state we want  
‘avoidance status’, giving the reference numbers 
and site names, we should be given clearance 
from military aircraft of 1 nautical mile in diameter 
and 1,000 ft AGL. It’s best to call a few hours in 
advance. So if anyone feels paranoid about close 
encounters with aircraft, this is always a safe 
option! 

A lot of Cornwall is uncontrolled airspace, but 
there are seven controlled Aerodrome Traffic 

Zone’s (ATZ) in Cornwall which are centred on 
active airports or heliports: Lands End, Penzance, 
Culdrose, Tredannack, Perranporth, St Mawgan 
(Newquay) and Bodmin (not shown on the air 
chart above). They are all 4 nautical miles (~4.6 
miles) in diameter except St Mawgan which is 
5 nm in diameter because of its bigger runway. 
They are all 2000 ft above aerodrome level (aal), 
and cylindrical in shape (see diagram below). 
These areas are reserved for flying under direct 
control of the airfield’s air traffic controller and 
are generally out of bounds to paragliders and 
hang gliders but in practice here in Cornwall 
there is some flexibility. The Sennen site is in the 
Lands End ATZ for instance. The recent flying at 
Porthleven Sands near Helston is also within the 
Culdrose ATZ. The advice here is: always let air 
traffic control know you will be flying at a site that 
falls within their ATZ by giving them a call (see 
numbers below). If it’s a weekend at Gunwalloe, 
it should be OK to fly at the SW beach site, and 
it may even be possible during the week. It’s 
always OK at Sennen with the Lands End air 
traffic controllers. While flying XC in Cornwall it is 
best to navigate using map with them marked or 
at least have a good idea where the geographical 
boundaries are before setting out.

Three of these aerodromes (Culdrose, 
Predannack and St Mawgan) are military 

airfields, and their special controlled airspace is 
called a Military Aerodrome Traffic Zone (MATZ). 
They extend to 3000’ aal. They are centred on the 
mid-point of their runways and have a diameter 
of 10 Nm (~11.5 miles). The Culdrose and St 
Mawgan MATZs each have a ‘stub’ projecting SE 
from the circular area extending from altitude 
1000’ aal to 3000 aal extending out to 10Nm and 
of width 4 Nm and aligned with a runway final 
approach path. Inside the MATZ is an ATZ. MATZs 
rarely operate 24 hours a day, but the ATZ within 
is usually active 24 hrs. It is not compulsory to 
ask permission before entering a MATZ. What this 
means to us in practice is that we needn’t worry 
about asking permission to fly XC from Rosewall 
Hill near St Ives on a north westerly through the 
Culdrose MATZ to the Helford River provided we 

don’t hit the Culdrose ATZ (and as long as we 
keep a watch out!). And we don’t need to ask 
permission to fly XC in convergence up along 
the A30 past St Mawgan (Newquay) where the 
MATZ sits right across the peninsula, even if we 
were flying between 1000 and 3000 feet (the 
MATZ dimensions). So there’s nothing stopping 
us except the Bodmin ATZ (and lack of a winch!) 
from flying to Dartmoor in convergence. 

Whose Law Is It?

Air law is enacted by parliament, and the 
authority responsible is the Civil Aviation 
Authority (CAA). 

What Happens if We Break the 
Air Law?

This does not in practice have a black and 
white answer. If you are reported / caught 

in controlled airspace without authorisation, 
reactions may range from very serious (having 
your kit confiscated, being prosecuted and fined 
heavily, with a nasty write-up in Skywings), to a 
few sharp words from air traffic control. If you 
fly into a Class A commercial Airway (none in 
Cornwall thankfully) and a 747 pilot frowns at 
you through his window, this is very bad news. If 
you unintentionally land in Culdrose ATZ you may 
just get a telling off and have to assure someone 
that it won’t happen again. And it will probably 
also depend on who you are dealing with at the 
time. If you appear ignorant about air law, or too 
offhand, you’re likely to have a much harder time 
of it obviously.

Airprox Incidents

Near misses or ‘Airproxs’ are dealt with by the 
Cival Aviation Authority’s UK Airprox Board. 

According to their website, “The agreed definition 
of an Airprox is a situation in which, in the opinion 
of a pilot or a controller, the distance between 
aircraft as well as their relative positions and speed 
have been such that the safety of the aircraft 
involved was or may have been compromised.” 

Within the UK, no civil aircraft (whether or not 
operated by the police) is entitled to intercept any 
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other. There have been a few reports in Skywings 
recently of helicopters ‘harassing’ paragliders, 
showing poor airmanship, failing to take avoiding 
action, or forcing a paramotor pilot to land (in 
the case of a police helicopter). If you feel you 
are being too closely approached by another 
aircraft that that is showing poor airmanship, you 
might want to report an Airprox for an official 
assessment. This can be done with a form request 
from: ops@ukab.co.uk. Afterall, why shouldn’t 
there be an occasional reckless or irresponsible 
aircraft out there? Aeroplanes and helicopters can 
generally be traced after the event.

Radios

All the top pilots have these. And they are 
all illegal! Radios are either ‘airband’ which 

are legal to use in the air (used by sailplanes), 
or two-metre band (2M) which are illegal for 
airborne transmission (used by paragliders and 
hang gliders). But the authorities tend to turn a 
blind eye. Airband radios are AM and the quality 
– like on the radio – is poor; 2M radios are FM and 
the quality is good. The cheaper 2M radios used 
by paragliders and hang gliders are designed to 
be used in the 144-145MHz amateur band, but 
we tend to use them just out of this band around 
143-point-something MHz. Radios may have to be 
modified to have it’s frequency range expanded. 
They have a ‘line of sight’ range which is fine in 
the air, but when calling for a retrieve may be a 
problem without a telescopic aerial.

Important Numbers
 

Perranporth Airfield     01872 552266

RNAS Culdrose             01326 574121
                   Then ask for ext.
         93782415 

LE Control Tower         01736 788944

Penzance Heliport       01736 364296
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Up-coming KHPA Events

Tow conversion. Manuel is organising a 
tow conversion weekend course with Jeff Hoer up 
at Smeatharpe, near Honiton, Devon, sometime 
over the next month weather permitting. At the 
moment Manuel, Pete, Mike, Mark AS, Annie 
and Al are up for doing the course and getting 
the qualification. It costs a mere £50 and will be 
essential if towing beomes a part of the KHPA 
flying scene again. The more the merrier so sign 
up at the club meeting or by phoning Manuel at 
01326 314719.

Paragliding & Hang Gliding 
First Aid Course. Those of you who 
received an e-mail from Mark AS, forwarded on 
from Alan Phipps, will know that The Condors 
are hosting a hang gliding/paragliding first aid 
course on the 15th & 16th  October in Luppitt 
(near Firebird UK, 10 miles north of Honiton). 

However, Annie has another suggestion:

I have been in contact with Guy (the course 
provider) for some time and he has informed 
me that he can come down to Cornwall to do 
an Emergency (Mountain & Outdoor) for hang 
glider & paraglider pilots. Mark and I are happy to 
provide his accommodation and food in Penzance. 
We would have to find a space indoors to host the 
course with access to practise scenarios outdoors. 
Maybe somewhere near the beach and cliffs.

Guy would charge £695 for up to ten persons. 
Mark and I will definitely be organising this course 
as we are due for renewal for climbing which this 
Mountain and Outdoor course can also cover. 
We also have friends who are climbers who can 
potentially make up the numbers if there is not 
enough interest in the Club. We would need to put 
forward a date/ dates for October. Please talk to 
me at the meeting or e-mail me (annie@explorecl
imbing.com) if you would like to book a place with 
a weekend date (s) that is suitable.

With ten people the cost would be £69.50 each for 
a two day course (excluding any fee for the space). 
If we went up to Luppitt to do it, it would cost £67 
each plus a long drive and accommodation/ fuel 
costs. You know it makes sense! 

The other option is to drive to Devon and join 
up with the Condors as mentioned above. 
It is OK to let them know by Tuesday 13th, 
a few days later than the original deadline.

Cheers, Annie!
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MINUTES OF THE  AUGUST  MEETING OF THE
KERNOW HANG GLIDING & PARAGLIDING ASSOCIATION

AT THE CLINTON SOCIAL CLUB ON 8TH AUGUST 2005.

Our meeting opened at 20.22 with 18 members present, Dave in the chair and Alan standing in as secretary.
Chairman Dave welcomed all members and a new will-be member Doug Spence (PG).

Apology for Absence was made for Secretary Chris on holiday in Switzerland.

Congratulations were expressed to Mark B on the birth of a daughter with best wishes for the future. 

Minutes of the last meeting were read and agreed after one small correction.

Matters Arising.
Carbis Bay Site. Chairman Dave read out Roger Full’s statement of the terms under which we can resume flying 
at this site. All members agreed we must abide by these rules. Alan will update the site guide sheet which will be 
included with the next Bulletin. 
Perranporth  Site Parking. Alan said the new arrangements were working well with members keeping off the 
parking area. Already there were signs of regeneration of the grass. Plans for work on the area will be made when 
Graham P is back and available.
Pete raised the matter of certain members flying the site and disregarding the BHPA flying code by flying without a 
helmet and flying dual PG without a dual rating. It was agreed that all members should take every opportunity to 
bring offenders into line especially in view of the importance of this site for club flying and training.
Steve Penaluna Trophy. For the benefit of members who didn’t have the pleasure of knowing Steve Pete 
recounted the outstanding character of Steve Penaluna, his achievements and sad demise. The ad hoc committee 
formed to decide the recipient of the trophy for this year then announced and presented the trophy to Pete in 
recognition of his enthusiastic involvement in flying and his encouragement of cross country and competitive flying 
especially among our paragliding members.
Web Site. Members agree that the present position is not meeting the club’s needs but in the absence of any 
member with the expertise to improve the operation of the web siote it was suggested that members unable to 
access the new site should use the old site.
Bulletin. After some discussion it was agreed that we accept the offer by Mark Ashton Smith to act as editor. 
Although from November the job will have to be done with only e mail communication as Mark will be in Turkey for 
three months. Pete proposed and the meeting suppoted a vote of thanks to Andy for his work with the Bulletin.
Club Barbecue.  It was agreed that we meet at Gwithian Sands at 7.p.m. on Friday 19th August bringing our own 
food and drink.

Regular Reports.
Training. Mark reported “Not a lot” but then went on to tell us that Raymond, Johnathan and Mike have all 
achieved their Club Pilot ratings.
Graham was not present but is said to 3 students who have achieved their Club Pilot (Hang Gliding) ratings.
Competitions. John reported on the finals of the British Club Challenge in Mid Wales. The Paragliding team came 
second and Pete flew as a one man Kernow Hang Gliding Team and was placed 3rd. Gay asked for a local press 
release and Pete praised the paragliding team for their achievement.
Club Flying.  Although considerable activity has been evident their were no reports.

Other Business.
Annual Dinner.  It was agreed members should bring suggestions for the time, venue and format to the next 
meeting.  Pete commended to the meeting the time and venue used in 2003 and 2004 which were successful 
events. Alan said he would make enquiries about the availability and terms for the Seigners Arms.
A cost of around £20 per head was thought suitable.  

Members Forum.
Paul Howse told us he had completed his FLPHG rating and was aiming to go on for a Coach Rating so he could 
assist other members toward the same rating. The meeting congratulated Paul on his progress.
Pete promoted his Ski Trip planned for 9th Jan in France or Italy and open to all Kernow HPA  members. Get in 
touch with Pete if you are interested. The more the merrier and the cheaper.
Woody  asked about PG Winch Launch training. Mark advised that Manual had this in hand with Geof Hoer and 
interested members should contact Manuel.
Alan asked members to remember that material for the Bulletin should now be directed to Mark Ashton Smith, our 
new Bulletin Editor and details of member’s addresses, e mail addresses and telephone numbers to Paul Howse 
our Treasurer and Membership Secretary.

That ended the business for the evening which closed at 21.23.
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K E R N O W  M E M B E R S  C O N T A C T  L I S T :
Surname  Name  Phone  Mobile        e-mail

Abbott  Mike  01736 798598 07866 170 632
Anderson Annie  01736 351858 07980 810 689        annie@exploreclimbing.com
Ashford  Alan   01208 79050  07816 534 325 
Ashton-Smith  Mark   01736 351858 07980 634 965         mark@equilibriumcentre.com
Atkinson  John   01326 317322  07967 558 101         jatkinsonfalmouth@hotmail.com
Austin  Phil  01736 795915
Barter  Kev     07900 046 574
Birch  Aleck  01726 890956
Butler   Mark   0700 5980362 07971 795 559        enquiries@cornwallparagliding.co.uk
Buxton  Patrick  01872 274667 07887 841 813         pb@ukbcc.co.uk
Calligan Ian  01840 261718  07941 623 650         i.calligan@virgin.net
Clelford Mike  01736 710376           mikeclelford@aol.com
Coad   Pete   01209 716522  07977 841 117         peter.coad.camborne@ukgateway.net
Connatty Mike  01752 269378  07884 292 493        mconnatty@yahoo.co.uk
Cooper  Gavin   01209 219081 07971 459 894        GDC@hangies.fsnet.co.uk

Coxon  Mark       07801 370 725        markpcoxon@cs.com      
Crockford  Peter   01326 372107  07976 721 350         petercrockford@orange.net
Cruse  Jenny  01736 761838  07710 219 465        st.tropez@adventure-sports.co.uk
Curtis   Paul    07785 232 444
Dodge  Tom  01579 363144 07957 360 988        tomdodge@ukonline.co.uk
Dunstan  Paul   01209 217304  07979 328 169
Eagle   Nigel   01637 880546
Easthope  Geoff   01872 573308                     (Honorary Member)
Ferguson  Vicki   01326 315013  07977 793 518           vicki_ferguson@hotmail.com 
Fowler  Alan
Fowler  Glen   01326 374938
Fox  Martin  01726 852190 07989 593 172
Full   Roger   01736 796140  07768 661 498         roger@ind-art.co.uk
David   Geraghty 01326 372943  07969 137 753        david@geraghty2824.freeserve.co.u
Green   Barry   01208 831647
Green  Eddy    07981 453 029        eddy_green@yahoo.com
Green   Roger   01726 69687  07967 662 948
Hancock  Andrew  01736 871520  07773 331 481         andy@handy2.worldonline.co.uk
Hawken  Steve   01872 571582  07881 585 208         stephen@hawken.f9.co.uk
Heywood Martin  01406 362099   
Hobbins Barry  01326 318143           barryatsea@bhobbins.fsnet.co.uk
Hodgeson Rob  0548 550758 07754 543 672  
Hoer   Jeff   01404 850489
Holmes  Tim     07812 023 576
Howse  Paul  01326 574498  07749 890 061        paul@woodenpebbles.plus.com
James  Alan    07929 132 006
Jones   Gay   01326 574498 07812 710 883
Jones  Martin  01736 871246           capstangallery@btinternet.com
Jones   Tim   01209 832234           tjtjones@talk21.com
Kerhoas Michel  01326 372215 07767 887834         mich.kerhoas@fsmail.net 
Kippax  Richard        07733407673           richikippax@hotmail.com 
Knight  Alan  01209 831748    
Knight  Jon   01736 753387  07768 254 274        jon@jon-knight.com
Lira  Manuel  01326 314719  07866 367 310
Marking Ron  01209 213254          (Honorary Member)
Nancarrow  Dave   01872 573835           davidnancarrow@hotmail.com
Ongley  Clive    07901 851 855           cliveongley@bconnect.com
Phillips  Stephen    07753 744 440         sjp@dv20.fsnet.co.uk
Phipps  Alan   01872 273839  07980 275 918         alan@aphid.f9.co.uk
Phipps  Graham  01209 842877  07785 593 559         graham@flychaps.force9.co.uk
Pittman Neville  01736 330412 07919 034 652        nevpittman@yahoo.co.uk
Presland Mark  01736 755156 07977 207 991        lslywl@aol.com
Puckey  Barry   01503 265934 
Rainey  Graham
Reynolds  Brian   01209 210174  07773 080 906         brianreynolds3@btinternet.com
Richards Mike
Rose  Stephen 01208 814989  07968 585 281        stephen@rose405.freeserve.co.uk 
Scott                Martin             01872 572456            
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Surname  Name  Phone  Mobile        e-mail

Seyler   Patrick    07775 697 241         paddy@mntv.com
Smith   Chris   01752 851696  07855 512 309
Stevens  Dave     07855 688 203
Stockman Richard 01392 215411  07887 526 488        richnsara@blueyonder.co.uk
Squibbs Christiane             chrissquibbs@aol.com
Sweeney  Karl   01752 851818  07899 075 033        karl@sweeney01.fsnet.co.uk
Treneer  Roger   01736 368407  078130984483
Trewartha  Jon   01736 757771 07816 531 991        flyingwiz.flyingwiz@virgin.net
Vercesi  Ron   01736 361555  07782 132 691         ron.vercesi@btconnect.com
Ward  Mark  01749 672654  07714 692 841         m.awkward@btinternet.com
Whitelaw  Phil   01326 564369  07879 416 308         PhilWhitelaw@hotmail.com
Whitmarsh  Richard  01872 520647           whitters777@hotmail.com
Whittaker Chris  01209 860401  07977 250 225           wwhittaker@tesco.net
Wood  Jeffery  01736 793298  07748 813 58
Woodhams  Mark   01326 378555           mark@falmouth.ac.uk
Woollams  John   01637 879281
Zahara  Charlie  01872 222945  07795 273374

___________________________________________________________________________________________

*If your details have changed, or you wish you include your details to fill in the gaps! 
Please contact: Paul Howse 01326 574498 / 07749 890 061

I M P O R T A N T  N U M B E R S :
Perranporth Airfield      01872 552266

Highcliffe (Mr Crocker)      01840 230418

RNAS Culdrose        01326 574121

Lands End Aerodrome Control Tower    01736 788944

Penzance Heliport       01736 364296

Military Freephone for midweek flying    0800 51 55 44 

Red Arrows, Royal Flights and TRA’s   0500 35 48 02
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